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I'm Tracy k Smith, and this is the slow down.

00:20
With every step, we are completing a cycle, a new day, a new year, a new decade begun. We can
mark each of those things with gratitude and relief with hope and intention. But of course, we
don't, we're too busy doing all the other things life requires. Still, it would be nice to gather up a
larger vocabulary for gratitude and celebration, words and phrases that we could put to use when
something new befalls or occurs to us. I believe that's part of the purpose of poetry, to give us
more ways to remarket the world, and more ways to acknowledge the powerful moments in our
own lives, ways to make a fleeting reaction like wow, into something more intentional, something
that doesn't vanish as quickly as it arrives. I believe that if you have the words and phrases for
remarking at something, you will begin to decipher more and more. That is remarkable. The way
that walking around with an actual camera tends to alert you to more and more things worthy of
being photographed. And carrying a notebook in your pocket or backpack seems to invite the
very thoughts and ideas you want to write down. Today's poem, on the turning of the year, by
Karan, and Wei Li is a poem of praise. It seems to be a collection of what the speaker or someone
close to the speaker has seen a collection of what has been gathered thus far in the course of
living. What a beautiful way to mark the beginning of a new year. It's a way of saying, not wealth,
not work, not power over others, but seeing, recognizing, remembering marveling, this is what my
living has amounted to. For the longest time, I've spent New Year's Eve writing down wishes and
goals for the year ahead. But Lee's poem makes me want to celebrate what I possess what has
already been given me to see, feel and experience. This poem shows me that I must already be
happy, wealthy, wildly accomplished, because well, look what I've seen. Look at what I carry in
memory. Look at the words I possess. If the new year is a time for a shift and perspectives, Lee's
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poem is a model for the perspective I hope to inhabit in the cycle ahead. On the turning of the
year, by Karen and Wei Lee. to witness 517 years cicada cycles in a lifetime to hear an
entomologist refer to cycles as blooms. To say a metallic clicking noise repels the crows and our
apple orchard. To say cicada blooms explain the crashing bird populations to list reasons why I
wish to murmur injunctions of praise in the ellipses of fireflies, to wonder if a funicular monikered
Angel Flight rusted out of commission on a city Hill, a mourning dove over beds of grass licked
cloud hovers to ponder the Alpha and Omega of eatings salmon row to sing the floating syllables
of winter sons trilling rose fire of melasma to arrange Stargazer lilies on a console. So a day
brightens to seek an equivalent for non existence, not absence, to pray, until we vanish together
in some to say without song Hosanna at the turning of the year. The slow down is a production of
American Public Media, in partnership with the Poetry Foundation.
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